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Abstract Using multiple light-absorbing materials to realize a broader
and better absorption spectrum in multi-component organic photo-
voltaics has achieved significant success to obtain high power
conversion efficiency. Meanwhile, the good materials combinations
with matched electronic structure and proper blend morphology for
charge generation and transport are of primary importance for
implementation of the multi-component strategy. Hierarchical mor-
phology has been clearly demonstrated to improve all performance
parameters in ternary organic photovoltaics but shows strong
dependence on the molecular structures. Here we develop four
small-molecule electron acceptors with different alkyl chain lengths to
find the optimal solution of alkyl chain towards the defined hierarchical
morphology and carry out a clear and comprehensive investigation of
the alkyl chain length effects on the structure–morphology–device
performance relationships in ternary blends. There is a positive
correlation between the power conversion efficiencies of the four
ternary systems and their short-circuit current density parameters,
manifesting the significance of distinguishing optimal alkyl side chain
length of small-molecule electron acceptors for defined hierarchical
morphology to afford efficient carrier generation. The non-optimal side
chains would retard the BTR crystallization and make the PC71BM
domain sizes incontrollable, leading to a morphology without a defined
hierarchy. Such a detailed mapping of the alkyl side chain length of
small-molecule electron acceptors provides new insight into the
materials combinations for the next-step high-performance multi-
component organic photovoltaics.

Key words ternary organic solar cells, hierarchical morphology, side-
chain modulation, small-molecule acceptors

Introduction

Multi-component organic photovoltaics (OPVs) compris-
ingmultiple light-absorbingmaterials to realize a broader and
betterabsorptionspectrumhaveachievedasignificant success
to obtain high power conversion efficiency (PCE).1–7 The
materials combinations with matched electronic structures
and proper blend morphology for charge generation and
transport can help suppress the energy loss and improve the
thickness tolerability, indicating a vital role of the multi-
component strategy for the commercial success of the OPV
technique.8,9 By resorting to ternary (TOPV) or quaternary
(QOPV) blend system, recent research studies have led to a
rapid progress in all-small-molecule OPVs with PCEs
approaching 16% and polymer-based OPVs with PCEs over
17%.10–17 Thedevelopmentofmulti-componentOPVsstrongly
relies on a trial-and-error approach among various materials,
which needs a lot of repeated attempts. In consideration of the
crystallization, aggregation, and surface-tension properties of
different materials, manipulating the morphology of multi-
component blends to balance the carrier generation and
transportandreducetheenergyorcurrentlosschannels isvery
complicated and challenging. In our recent work, we put
forward the “donor–acceptor–fullerene” (BTR:NITI:PC71BM)
ternary hierarchical morphology concept, where PC71BM
framework affords charge transport highways and intricate
BTR:NITI small-sized phase separation is in charge of carrier
generation and the control of the energy losses.9 This success
was benefited from the thorough understanding of material
properties, and we successfully applied unfavorable interac-
tions between small donor/acceptor molecules and the
fullerene acceptor to frame a large-sized network, and then
optimize the detailed inter-network phase separation and
interfacial orientations. It is for the first time that a
“hierarchical morphology” has been clearly demonstrated to
improve all parameter space in organic solar cells, and the
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morphology, photophysical function as well as the device
performancehavebeenquitewell correlated.Wearedelighted
to see that some latest works share the similar morphology-
controlmethodology and even obtained an outstandingQOPV
performancewithPCEsover18%recordedintheBestResearch-
Cell Efficiency Chart from NERL (National Renewable Energy
Laboratory).18 In themeantime, we found that NITI-EHwith a
short side chain (2-ethylhexyl) has a profound effect in
controlling the morphology of the ternary blends leading to a
morphology without a defined hierarchy. Given that the alkyl
chain length of small-molecule non-fullerene acceptors plays
an important role in manipulation of solubility, crystalline
behavior, and miscibility in the blends, it is prevalent to
investigate the detailed alkyl chain length effects in binary
OPVs but less concerned in TOPV systems.13,19–24

The NITI-HD has shown considerable success in the BTR:
NITI:PC71BM ternary strategy with an outstanding PCE of
13.6%.9HerewefurthercollectfourNITIelectronacceptorswith
different alkyl chain lengths namedNITI-EH toNITI-OD tofind
the optimal solution of alkyl chain length towards the defined
hierarchical morphology by carrying out a clear and compre-
hensive investigation of the alkyl-chain-length effect on the
structure–morphology–device performance relationship. The
difference in alkyl chain length does not cause noteworthy
changes in electronic structure but changes the molecular
stacking behaviors in the respective solidfilm to a great extent.
Whenblendedinternarysystems(BTR:NITI:PC71BM), theNITI-
EH-based TOPV blend suffers heavy losses in structure order,
such as weakness in π–π stacking order and oversized PC71BM
framework. Incontrast, theNITI-HD-basedTOPVblendshowsa
quite similar structure order to the BTR:PC71BM binary blend
without retarding BTR crystallization. NITI-BO- and NITI-OD-
based TOPV blends both show a moderate molecular packing
feature, but more efficiently than the NITI-EH-based TOPV
blend. The structural features of these ternary blends strongly
reflect the status of the small-sized BTR:NITI-rich regions,
which determines the efficiency of carrier generation. Conse-
quently, the NITI-EH-based TOPVexhibits amuch lower PCE of
6.43% than the binary host BTR:PC71BM system (9.03%). The
NITI-HD-based TOPV shows a remarkable improvement in PCE
with a champion PCE of 13.63%. The NITI-BO- and NITI-OD-
based TOPVs both showmoderate increases in PCEwith values
of11.10%and12.14%, respectively.Moreover, there is apositive
correlation between the PCEs of the four TOPV systems and
their short-circuit current density (Jsc), manifesting the
significance of distinguishing optimal alkyl side chain length
of NITI for defined hierarchical morphology to afford efficient
carrier generation and charge transport.

Results and Discussion

The synthesis and molecular characterization of the
new molecules NITI-BO and NITI-OD are shown in

the Supporting Information (SI). Figure 1(a, b) shows the
chemical structures and absorption profiles of the four NITI
electron acceptors used in this study. The maximum
absorption peaks and optical bandgaps of all four acceptors
are nearly identical in the thin films. The HOMO and LUMO
energy levels measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spec-
troscopy coupled with the optical band gaps also show
similar results (Figure S1, see SI). The molecular stacking
behaviors of the four NITI electron acceptors
shown Figure S2 (see SI) were measured by grazing
incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD), and the corresponding
length information of the crystallinity coherence is shown
in Figure 1c. The NITI-EH shows a (100) reflection in the in-
plane (IP) direction at 0.36 Å�1 and a quite sharp π–π
diffraction peak in the out-of-plane (OOP) direction at
1.84 Å�1, showing crystal coherence lengths of 10.6 and
3.4 nm, respectively, estimated by the Scherrer equation.25

NITI-BO displays a quite similar structure ordering to NITI-
EH. However, for NITI-HD and NITI-OD, much suppressed π–
π stacking peak is seen, which is mainly due to the existence
of the long bended alkyl side chain on the conjugated
backbone to form steric hindrance, influencing the electro-
static interaction in the π–π direction, thus the crystalliza-
tion is inhibited. In addition, the (100) diffraction peaks
both can be found in IP and OOP directions for NITI-HD and
NITI-OD, indicating different molecular packing behaviors
compared to those of NITI-EH and NITI-BO. Pole figure
analysis was further performed, as shown in Figure S3 (see
SI), with missing wedge labeled.26 For NITI-EH and NITI-BO
thin films, the (100) peak is rich in the horizontal direction,
while the π–π stacking peak mainly locates in the vertical
direction, indicating a face-on orientation. But for the NITI-

Figure 1 a) Chemical structures of the NITI acceptor family possessing
alkyl side chain with different lengths. b) Normalized UV–vis–NIR
absorption spectra of the four NITI small-molecule acceptors in thin
film. c) crystallinity coherence lengths of the four NITI small-molecule
acceptors measured by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction.
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HD and NITI-OD thin films, both (100) and π–π stacking
peak locate in the vertical direction, indicating the existence
of both face-on and edge-on orientations.

TOPV devices were fabricated with a conventional
configuration and the active layer was spin-coated from a
chloroform solution of BTR, NITI and PC71 BM with a fixed
weight ratio of 1:0.4:1. The post-treatment of tetrahydro-
furan (THF) solvent vapor annealing (SVA) was used during
morphology optimization. Figure 2a shows the current
density–voltage (J–V) curves and the key device parameters
are summarized in Table 1. Device based on the BTR:NITI-
EH:PC71BM ternary (TOPV-EH) blend shows a reduced PCE
of 6.43% with an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.90 V, a Jsc of
11.26 mA cm�2, and a fill factor (FF) of 63.49%. The poor
device performance indicates the failure of forming a
defined hierarchical morphology. In contrast, device based
on the BTR:NITI-BO:PC71BM ternary (TOPV-BO) blend
shows an enhanced PCE of 11.10% with a Voc of 0.92 V, a
Jsc of 18.49 mA cm�2, and a FF of 66.43%. Further, device
based on the BTR:NITI-HD:PC71BM ternary (TOPV-HD)
blend shows a champion PCE of 13.63% with a Voc of
0.94 V, a Jsc of 19.50 mA cm�2, and a FF of 73.83%. When the
NITI-ODwas added in the ternary system, a TOPV-ODdevice
shows a moderate PCE of 12.14% with a Voc of 0.94 V, a Jsc of
17.35 mA cm�2, and a FF of 74.09%. The external quantum

efficiency (EQE) curves of the four TOPV devices are shown
in Figure 2b. Only the EQE of the TOPV-HDblend is as high as
that of the BTR:PC71BM binary blend in the range of
300–650 nm. The TOPV-EH blend shows poor EQEs in the
whole absorption spectrum. TOPV-BO and TOPV-OD blends
show reduced EQEs compared to the TOPV-HD blend in the
range of 300–650 nm and 300–800 nm, respectively. The
integrated Jsc values from the EQE spectra for the four TOPV
devices match well with the Jsc values from the J–V curves
within a 3% error. We further measured the mobilities
of the faster carrier components via photo-induced
charger-carrier extraction in linearly increasing voltage
(photo-CELIV) measurements.27–29 Unlike the space-
charge-limited-currents (SCLC) model using single carrier
device configuration to measure charge mobilities, the
photo-CELIV method can do better in analyzing the charge
transport by using the photovoltaic devices directly.
The same photovoltaic device configuration used in the
photo-CELIV method and J–V characterization can avoid
interference factor from device interface differences, which
may further result in changes in blend films. The mobilities
calculated from the curves are summarized in Figure 3b. The

Figure 2 a) Current–voltage characteristics and b) EQE curves for the four ternary devices under AM 1.5 G irradiation (100mWcm�2). c) visualization of
PCEs’ comparison.

Table 1 Summary of photovoltaic parameters of the four ternary
devices under AM 1.5 G irradiation (100 mW cm�2)

Blends Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm�2) Fill factor (%) PCE (%)

TOPV-EH 0.90 11.26 63.49 6.43

TOPV-BO 0.92 18.49 66.43 11.10

TOPV-HD 0.94 19.50 73.83 13.63

TOPV-OD 0.94 17.35 74.09 12.14

Figure 3 a) Mobilities measured by photo-induced charge carrier
extraction in linearly increasing voltage. b) Themobility values obtained
from the curves.
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TOPV-EH blend shows the worst mobility indicating the
absence of a well-organized morphology framework. The
mobilities of the remaining three TOPV blends exhibit
similar values around 1 � 10�3 cm2 V�1s�1, being consis-
tent with the performance improvement in these three
devices than the BTR:PC71BM binary device.

Charge generation was examined by analyzing the
dependence of photocurrent density (Jph) on the effective
voltage (Veff). Jph is defined as Jph ¼ JL � JD, where JL and JD
represent the current densities that are illuminated and in
the dark, respectively. Veff is defined as V0 � Va, where V0

represents the voltage when Jph is 0 and Va represents the
applied voltage bias.23,30–32 As shown in Figure 4a, the Jph
values of both the binary and ternary devices increase to its
saturation value (Jsat), and the Jsat values are in direct
proportion to the Jsc values, testifying that differences in
charge generation determine the Jsc values and then PCE
values. In addition, the Jph/Jsat ratio is also used to determine
the overall efficiencies of charge collections vs. charge
recombination. The TOPV-HD and TOPV-OD blends show
similar values of 97% and 86%, respectively, under short-
circuit and maximum output power conditions, respective-
ly, leading to improved Jsc and high FF values. However, the
TOPV-EH and TOPV-BO blends show quite low values of 76%
and 77%, respectively, under the maximum output power
conditions, indicating insufficient charge transport and
collection. The free carriers suffer from nongeminate
recombination if they cannot be extracted and transported
to the electrodes. Nongeminate recombination can be
dominated by trap-assisted (monomolecular) or bimolecu-
lar mechanisms.33–35 The recombination mechanism was
studied by measuring the dependencies of Jsc and Voc on
light intensity.30 The relationship between Voc and light
intensity can be used to distinguish whether trap-assisted
recombination (slope of 2kBT/q, where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant and T represents the absolute temperature) is the

dominant mechanism at open circuit. As exhibited
in Figure 4(b, c), TOPV-EH shows a larger slope than those
of the remaining three devices, indicating the more trap-
assisted recombination in TOPV-EH. In order to further
determine bimolecular recombination in these four ternary
devices, we investigated the variation of Jsc as a function of
light intensity at short circuit. The best fit for the data is
obtained when the value α is close to unity, indicating
negligible bimolecular recombination in a system. The
TOPV-EH device shows a slope (α) of 0.92, which is the
lowest value in this study. Thus, the TOPV-EH device suffers
from considerable bimolecular recombination losses. The
TOPV-BO device also exhibit a low slope (α) of 0.95, leading
to the poor FF value. In contrast, the TOPV-HD- and TOPV-
OD-based devices both show neglectable bimolecular
recombination losses.

Further, GIXD and resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS)
were measured to offer insight into the influence of the
morphology features on the charge generation.36–38 Figure 5
(a–c) shows the line-cut profiles of GIXD diffraction
patterns and crystallinity analysis. For the TOPV-EH blend,
the crystallization of BTR is retarded and the diffraction
patterns are dominated by strong crystallization of NITI-EH
electron acceptor. As a result, the TOPV-EH blend suffers
heavy losses in structure order, such as weakness in π–π
stacking order. The current ternary blends are processed via
spin-coating, followed by THF SVA, as such an SVA treatment
is crucial duringmorphology optimization and performance
enhancement. The high crystallinity BTR donor is expected
to crystallize when the BHJ thin film is vitrified via THF SVA.
Thus, the low structure order of the TOPV-EH blend suggests
the unfavorable morphology features of the small-sized
BTR:NITI-rich regions to afford sufficient charge generation.
When performing the RSoXS experiment, the X-ray energy
is tuned near the atomic absorption edge of constituent
elements, for example the K absorption edge of carbon at

Figure 4 a) Characteristics of the photocurrent density versus effective voltage (Jph � Veff). b) Measurement of Jsc versus light intensity. c) Voc versus
light intensity for ternary devices.
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284.2 eV, where PC71BM shows much better response, to
provide enough chemical sensitivity. It is more rigorous to
claim that the contrast of characteristic absorption between
the PC71BM-rich phase and the BTR:NITI phase at this X-ray
energy highlights the information of PC71BM domains. In
our previous work, NITI-HD could mix well with BTR, with
interfacial preference to confirm efficient exciton dissocia-
tion.9 Thus, the original contrast in BTR:PCBM maintains.
The other three NITI could aggregate to form its own phase,
showing a totally different contrast comparedwith the BTR:
PC71BM thin film, thus, a much different scattering shape is
seen. The enhanced scattering intensity may be the result of
improved phase purity.39 In detail, the phase-separation
size of the TOPV-EH blendmeasured by RSoXS is too large to
be estimated. The larger and purer PC71BM-rich domains
would further damage the efficiency of charge transfer from
BTR:NITI-rich regions to the PC71BM domains and result in
considerable charge recombination. TOPV-BO and TOPV-OD
blends both show moderate molecular packing features in
GIXD results and overlarge scattering intensity in RSoXS
results. The TOPV-BO blend also shows a large phase-
separation size of the PC71BM framework over 100 nm,
leading to the insufficient Jsc and FF values. What makes the
TOPV-HD blend special is that it shows quite similar
structure order in GIXD result and phase-separation
scattering shape to the BTR:PC71BM binary blend. The small

increase in phase-separation size and scattering intensity
compared with the BTR:PC71BM binary blend results from
the swell of PC71BM domains when NITI-HD loading
increases. Overall, the favorable structure order and defined
PC71BM framework in TOPV-HD blend realize the high
efficiencies of charge generation and transport.

Conclusions

We fully investigate the side-chain length of NITI electron
acceptor inaternarysystemtogain insight intothealkylchain
length effects on the structure–morphology–device perfor-
mance relationships for theoptimalhierarchicalmorphology.
The alkyl side chain length has a profound impact on the
ternary morphology features and determines the final
photovoltaic performance. Only the NITI-HD-based ternary
blend shows a defined large-scale PC71BM framework to
afford charge transport and sufficient structure order in the
small-scale BTR:NITI regions, where charge generation
performs. The short or too long side chains would retard
the BTR crystallization and make the PC71BM domain sizes
incontrollable. Suchadetailedmappingof thealkyl sidechain
length of small-molecule electron acceptors provides an
insightful view into the optimization of materials combina-
tions for the next-step high-performance TOPV blends.

Figure 5 a) In-plane and out-of-plane line-cut profiles of the two-dimensional GIXD data. b) The estimated (100) crystal size of the blend films. c) The
estimated (010) crystal size of the blend films. d) RSoXS scattering profiles of the binary and ternary thin films.
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resultant film thickness was approximately 300 nm and
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glass Petri dish containing 200 µL THF at various durations in a
glove box. The optimal duration in this study was 60 s. Then,
PNDIT-F3N (as the electron transport layer) was spin-coated on
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define the device area (0.03262 cm2) of the devices..
Device characterization: The current density–voltage (J–V)
characteristics of unencapsulated photovoltaic devices were
measured under N2 using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. A 300 W
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diode was used to simulate the AM 1.5 G solar irradiation. The
EQE was performed using certified IPCE equipment..
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